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WEB www.batchingsystems.com

STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT
FROM BATCHING SYSTEMS
Batching Systems, Inc. provides fast, accurate, cost
effective engineered automated packaging solutions that
can feed a wide range of fasteners into bags, multi cell
bags, boxes or other containers for retail presentation.
Our equipment is engineered with heavy duty durability to
process fasteners 3 shifts a day, 7 days a week. Our product
line includes Batchmaster® Counters, Weighmaster®
Weighers, Bagmaster® Baggers, and more.
Batchmaster® Counters are the only counters that
utilize patented dual view scanners that provide the
highest accuracy count possible. The latest model BMIV

FULLY INTEGRATED TURNKEY PACKAGING SYSTEM WITH
BATCHMASTER® IV COUNTERS, CONVEYOR, AND BAGMASTER®
BAGGER FROM BATCHING SYSTEMS, INC.

detects and rejects parts one-third smaller or larger than
a target part thereby separating (sorting) the good parts

feeder and change over from one part to another

from the bad. With our dual view scanning technology,

requires no tools and takes less than two minutes.

our systems can validate the size of products before

The compact design of the counter and weigher can

packaging to ensure your customers receive only items

be run by an operator in semi-automatic mode or can

that are whole, wrapped, connected – whatever is

be integrated with a bagger, box or container handling

required. Out of tolerance parts are rejected prior to

equipment, blister, clamshell or magnetic orientation

entering a package. The Batchmaster® Counter analyzes

system. They have state-of-the-art controls incorporating

product at 6,000 scans per second and can run at

large industrial color HMI’s to provide user friendly

speeds of 100+ batches per minute. The processing

intuitive set-up, data monitoring, self-diagnostics, and

unit is designed with a transparent front panel for visual

verified motion control technology, bar code reading,

inspection of gate movement and product flow.

recipe management. These systems can be easily

The Weighmaster® FAW can weigh or weigh count

connected to various automation infrastructures as well

batches in pounds, ounces, kilograms, or grams. High

as the internet for remote access, which optimize Overall

output speeds result from patented dual chamber

Equipment Effectiveness and provide our customers

accumulation, while outstanding accuracy is due to our

with equipment that has less down time, requires less

unique out of tolerance batch reject system.

maintenance, and is easier to set-up. Batching Systems

A wide variety of fasteners can be fed and singulated
with our high speed enhanced geometry dual axis bowl
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can provide stand-alone counters or fully integrated
turnkey packaging systems.
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The Bagmaster® VFFS Bagging Machines are state of

of this leads to improved system performance and Overall

the art, high speed bagging systems that make bags out

Equipment Effectiveness for the end-user. They can be

of flat stock film, with the bag formed around the product.

integrated to our patented Batchmaster® Counters,

They are designed and engineered for use in non-food

Weighmaster® Weighers, and Kit Packaging Systems or

as well as food applications and use polyethylene and

with other OEM brand fillers. Batching, scanning and filling

supported clear or pre-printed films. The Bagmaster®

solutions are extremely versatile and can be used on an

C295 Vertical centerfold bagging machine will fill product

almost limitless variety of hardware products.

into the bag being formed through the side of the bag. This

Batching Systems, Inc. (BSI) is a privately owned

produces a bag without a back seal which allows for full

company based in Prince Frederick, MD and has been

panel graphics enhancing market appearance as well as

operating since June 1, 1989, when our founder Donald

for printing on the front and / or back of the bag. Header

Wooldridge decided to start his own company. The goal

and hole punch options make an attractive retail package.

was simple: Provide a better counter for manufacturing

The bagger uses centerfold or pre-applied recloseable

businesses. He began by servicing equipment, and then

zipper film and is specifically designed and engineered

transitioned to selling equipment integration. Eventually,

for heavy duty industrial applications. The Bagmaster®

he developed his own product line starting with a

controls architecture has been implemented in accordance

counter that validated product size. BSI has helped to

with PackML and PackML Tags to provide standardized

revolutionize the automated packaging and filling industry

integration of upstream and downstream equipment. All

with its patented state-of-the-art technology.
BATCHING SYSTEMS, INC.

